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Abstract

The purpose of this research study was to empirically test the impact of am-

bidextrous leadership on project success with innovation as a mediator and self

efficacy as a moderator. The sample was drawn using convenient sampling tech-

nique. The data were collected through survey method, from branches of telecom

firms in Pakistan (n = 327). The data were analyzed using regression analyses.

The findings suggested that there is positive and significant relationship between

ambidextrous leadership and project success. For the projects to be successful,

the leaders need to be ambidextrous by being explorative and exploitative ac-

cording to the situation to meet challenges and overcome constraints. Innovation

mediates the relationship between ambidextrous leadership and project success.

Furthermore, results indicated that self efficacy positively moderates the relation-

ship between innovation and project success. Comparatively a smaller sample size

of 327 poses as a hindrance in a wider level generalization of the results. The study

has practical implications on an organizational level, presenting certain guidelines

to understand how ambidextrous leadership affects the success of projects within

the organization.

Keywords: Ambidextrous Leadership, Project Success, Innovation,

Self-Efficacy
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background of the Study

Research in the past shows that a single leader is responsible for managing and

controlling a group of followers (vertical and horizontal leadership styles) (Bass &

Stogdill, 1990; Halal, 1994; Shane Wood & Fields, 2007). The key responsibilities

of the leader are to give orders, delegate tasks, set priorities and expectations,

support and guide, set standards and manage daily activities for the followers

(Chin, 2015). This thinking and practice contradicts with the environment of most

organizations today. Organizational leadership complexity has been intensified

because of globalization and shifting the conventional balance of global power (Li,

Wang, & Mobley, 2011).

Organizations need to focus on the well-organized management of current business

demands as well as on possible opportunities and challenges occurring in the future

at the same time (Baškarada & Watson, 2017). The organization must be able

to get accustomed to the market environment and adopt a strategy that consists

of distributing power so that it is able to compete as well as perform with other

organizations globally (Conger, 1989; Callanan, 2004). They must adopt am-

bidexterity i.e. exploitation and exploration for prosperity and long term survival

(Baškarada, Watson, & Cromarty, 2016). Due to the above mentioned challenges,

organizations need to projectize their current operations.

1
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Term ambidextrous leadership implies that leader is able to balance transforma-

tional and transactional leadership as the situation prevails (Voigt, 2014). An

ambidextrous leader uses transformational leadership when he is faced with a

dynamic environment and uses transactional leadership when he faces stable en-

vironment (Bucic, Robinson, & , 2010). Ambidextrous leader can imply opposing

behavior depending on the context and situation. One aspect of ambidextrous

leadership is that the leader demands the employees in a team to perform in such

a way which the leader has pin pointed for achieving a goal. The other aspect is

that the leader facilitates the employees in a team to explore widely for innovative

ideas that are unhindered by the status quo and the potential opportunities the

leader has in his mind (Rosing, Frese, & Bausch, 2011).

The importance of projects is growing every day. Projects are crucial not only

for dealing with hurdles due to advancing technology, but they are also a source

through which business can be made superior and improvements and changes can

be put into practice (Andersen, Dyrhaug, & Jessen, 2002). Project manager inte-

grates the concepts of management as well as leadership and acts as a combining

force (Maylor, 2001), by influencing, guiding and giving orders (Bennis & Nanus,

1985). Project manager is classified by Project Management Institute (PMI R©)

as an individual who is authorized by the senior management to guide the team

and direct it towards achieving project objectives (PMI, 2013). Hence, according

to the above definition, leadership is an important role that a project manager

has to play. As far as research in project management is concerned, leadership

has been capturing the attention of researchers in the recent times (Muller et

al., 2015). Leadership contributes towards project success and the personality of

leader contributes about 43% in project success (Müller & Turner, 2007).

Research on leadership in projects is exceptionally important as projects are be-

coming more widespread in today’s organizations and project management is being

recognized as a profession (Lindgren & Packendorff, 2009). To gain new external

and tacit knowledge in the form of research, development is linked to irregular

innovation and change, which is called exploration, and gaining current and overt

knowledge is associated with incremental innovation and is known as exploitation
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(Chebbi, Yahiaoui, Vrontis, & Thrassou, 2017); hence ambidextrous leadership

becomes an important approach here as it consists of both exploration and ex-

ploitation .The leaders will have to design organization with the capability to do

both (exploration and exploitation) to succeed now and in the future (Latham,

2014). Exploration is termed as radical innovation and exploitation, which is in-

cremental innovation (Raisch, Birkinshaw, Probst, & Tushman, 2009), which can

be performed at the same time by an ambidextrous leader (Mom, Van Den Bosch,

& Volberda, 2007).

Although few studies on ambidextrous leadership have been carried out in the

past, its effect on organization and its specific consequences are yet to be explored

(Avolio, Bass, & Jung, 1999; Vera & Crossan, 2004; Zacher & Wilden, 2014).

This study contributes towards a novel understanding about the importance of

ambidextrous leadership in successful completion of projects resulting in positive

organizational outcomes as a whole. Prior research only focused on relation be-

tween ambidexterity and performance such as environment dynamism (Rothaermel

& Alexandre, 2009) and resource endowment (Cao, Gedajlovic, & Zhang, 2009).

Organizations outperform their competitors consistently if they have sustainable

competitive advantage that is a unique position relative to its competitors (Porter

& Advantage, 1985; Trong & Tuan, 2017). To gain this competitive advantage,

organizations need innovation to compete with competitors using new technology,

pressure exerted by global competition and dynamic environment. The organiza-

tions will not stay in the market for long if they do not innovate (Dess & Picken,

2000).

Innovation represents two things: the opportunity to grow and influence the direc-

tion of industry (Davila, Epstein, & Shelton, 2012). Innovation occurs when new

ideas are developed, promoted and implemented by employees in work settings

(Janssen, 2000). Significant attention was placed on innovation by researchers

in the past (De Jong, Parker, Wennekers, & Wu, 2011). Innovative behavior is

termed as an employee’s extra role behavior and when this behavior is exhibited in

ever changing work environment, organizations are able to face dynamic challenges

in the competitive environment (Katz & Kahn, 1978; Janssen, 2000).
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Leadership has been believed to be one of the important factors that affect em-

ployee innovation and creativity (Müceldili, Turan, & Erdil, 2013). The connection

between leadership and innovation has been gaining interest of researchers lately

and some researchers insisted that the key predictor of innovation is leadership

(Rosing, Rosenbusch, & Frese, 2010; Purvee & Enkhtuvshin, 2014; Jansen, Vera,

& Crossan, 2009). Among the different leadership behaviors, the effect of trans-

actional and transformational leadership has been studied more often (Purvee &

Enkhtuvshin, 2014; Rosing et al., 2011).

Leaders play a vital role in facilitating and sustaining the development of creativity

and innovation. Leaders can encourage employee’s innovation through making cre-

ativity a part of job requirement, providing progress on creative goals and reward

employees on achieving outcomes that foster creativity (Stobbeleir, Ashford, &

Buyens, 2011). Complexity is increased by innovation because the leader needs to

engage in a variety of conflicting activities (Bledow, Frese, Anderson, Erez, & Farr,

2009). Innovation should be supported by leaders among the followers and they

should strive to make the business more efficient at the same time (Bledow, Frese,

& Mueller, 2011). In ambidextrous leadership approach, complex and often diverse

roles that consist of innovation are managed by a single person (Rosing et al., 2011,

2010; Zacher, Robinson, & Rosing, 2016; Zacher & Rosing, 2015), therefore, they

help and support employees in creating new and novel ideas (Sadegh Sharifirad &

Ataei, 2012).

Organizations are relying more and more on project teams to accelerate innovation

and generate competitive advantage (Wuchty, Jones, & Uzzi, 2007). Teams are

defined as social systems comprising of three or more people (Hackman & Lorsch,

1987). Project teams are formed to get a particular task done within a given

schedule (Lundin & Söderholm, 1995). One of the natural features that a project

team faces is uncertainty (Meyerson et al., 1995). To help organizations achieve

competitive advantage, teams must not only explore creative ideas but also exploit

existing knowledge and use those ideas for their usefulness and feasibility (Liang,

Shu, & Farh, 2019). The determination with the help of which people perform

new and challenging tasks is influenced by self-efficacy; this means that employees
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with high self-efficacy are certain that specific tasks can be learnt and performed.

Hence, they keep on trying even when problems surface and on the other hand,

employees who have low self-efficacy think that they won’t be able to either learn or

perform a different task and give up easily when they face a problem (Lunenburg,

2011). By reviewing the past literature on self-efficacy, it was concluded that an

influential predictor of job performance is self-efficacy (Bandura & Locke, 2003).

Motivation and ability to engage in a particular task is influenced by self-efficacy

(Bandura, 1977). Self-efficacy is essential and a necessary condition for creativity

and finding new knowledge (Bandura, 1977). Self-efficacy is strongly correlated to

superior performance and directly related to research productivity (Taylor, Locke,

Lee, & Gist, 1984). Teams are effective if members of that team have a strong

feeling of self-efficacy among themselves (team-efficacy: confidence among team

members that they will be successful in performing the task) (Lindsley, Brass, &

Thomas, 1995) and it is a strong predictor of individual goals and task performance

in teams (Gully, Incalcaterra, Joshi, & Beaubien, 2002).

Literature proposes that self-efficacy plays an important role in increasing the inno-

vation among employees, with the help of their strong confidence (Gong, Huang,

& Farh, 2009; Tierney & Farmer, 2004). Typically, people who have high self-

efficacy confidently face difficulties as challenge and set high standards with more

efforts to attain challenged goals themselves (Michael, Hou, & Fan, 2011). Em-

ployee creativity is related to both creative role identity and self-efficacy (Farmer,

Tierney, & Kung-Mcintyre, 2003). If managers provide their employees with many

opportunities for creative events, their firm’s identity would develop as creative

employees because employees who have high creativity have a stronger sense of

role identity (Bandura & Locke, 2003).

1.2 Gap Analysis

Ambidexterity is considered as one of the emerging field of management research

(Junni, Sarala, Tarba, Liu, & Cooper, 2015). Literal meaning of ambidexterity is

the ability of a person to write with both hands but according to management, it
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is considered as the competence of balancing the contrasting activities of explo-

ration and exploitation (He & Wong, 2004). As the emerging body of literature

describes on various theoretical perspectives, an important field has come into view

that stresses on the role played by a leaders in the development of ambidexterity

(Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004; Nemanich & Vera, 2009). However, this stream of

research still lacks substantial empirical research.

Significant attention has been placed on innovation by researchers for decades

(Amabile, Conti, Coon, Lazenby, & Herron, 1996; Mumford & Gustafson, 1988).

In most of the previous researches, innovation has been studies as an outcome of

leadership (Bledow et al., 2009). Primary reasons for the relationship between

leader and innovation are that innovation represents avoiding conformity thinking

and taking risk by developing new ideas. Employees need to exercise autonomy to

show innovation (Janssen, 2000). Autonomy and freedom of ideas are only possi-

ble when leaders provide support to employees (Amabile et al., 1996; Politis, 2005;

Foss, Woll, & Moilanen, 2013). The impact of different leadership behaviors in

organization innovation and innovation performance has been studied in the previ-

ous research (Purvee & Enkhtuvshin, 2014). Leaders are responsible for bringing

change and guiding organizations; they can support innovation within organiza-

tion and innovation performance (Jansen et al., 2009). In previous studies, the

influence of different leadership styles on innovation has been studied and among

them were behaviors displayed by transactional and transformational leadership

(Rosing et al., 2011). The topic of ambidextrous leadership becomes specifically

important as existing literature styles that are transactional and transformational

leadership styles (Bass, 1999) turned out to be insufficient in acquiring the com-

plex nature and pace of innovation. Secondly, the traditional leadership styles

that were studied in the past were very rigid; therefore they could not support

innovation (Rosing et al., 2011). It has also been proposed by (Bass, 1985) that

greatest leaders are the ones who are both transformational and transactional.

Although there is no deficiency of theories defining leadership concepts yet there

is little agreement on what constitutes effective leadership (Gordon & Yukl, 2004).

Besides, it has been claimed by the researchers that single leadership style cannot
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effectively promote innovation (Anderson, De Dreu, & Nijstad, 2004). Some re-

searchers have tested innovation with supportive leadership (Montani, Boudrias,

& Battistelli, 2015; De Jong & Den Hartog, 2008). Consequences of leadership

styles on creativity has been studied in the past such as transformational leader-

ship, empowering leadership, supportive supervision, transactional leadership and

benevolent leadership (Rego, Sousa, Marques, & Cunha, 2012). However, not

many empirical studies have investigated the relationship between innovation and

ambidextrous leadership. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to answer calls for

more empirical research.

Ambidextrous leader suggests that a solo leader can accomplish by adopting both

opening behaviors (idea exploration) and closing behaviors (idea exploitation)

(Rosing et al., 2011; Zacher & Rosing, 2015). New idea generation is a part

of innovation, therefore keeping in view the study of (Carmeli, Reiter-Palmon, &

Ziv, 2010) this study proposes that ambidextrous leader enhances employee inno-

vation in projects. It is important to study ambidextrous leadership impact on

team innovation because there is still an overall paucity in literature and research

that has been conducted on leadership in teams (Chin, 2015) and how leaders may

promote ambidexterity (O’Reilly & Tushman, 2013).

As innovation is termed as a non-routine behavior, therefore traditional meth-

ods of job are avoided by employees and they explore and implement new work

means at work setting. Increasingly, there is a need for research that focuses on

ambidexterity at employee level (Caniëls & Veld, 2019).

Various researches have been done in the past that focuses on different variables

that contribute to innovation. Such as HRD interventions (Sheehan, Garavan,

& Carbery, 2014) and review (Anderson, Potočnik, & Zhou, 2014). A seemingly

less studies area is that of the significance of the human factor of self-efficacy in

relationship to innovation (Brink & Erik, 2017).

It has been suggested by researchers that confidence in person’s creative compe-

tence is compulsory for that person to perform creatively and if the organizations

need to innovate, building employee self-efficacy for creativity is an important step

(Tierney & Farmer, 2011). The result of this exploration contributes to the deeper
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understanding of the importance of the human resource dimension in the innova-

tion as called for by the research of (Meissner & Kotsemir, 2016). The lack of

any substantial empirical studies using creative self-efficacy as moderator between

innovation and project performance calls for filling this gap.

1.3 Problem Statement

Research on Ambidextrous Leadership and innovation is in initial stage. Ambidex-

trous Leadership is used as predictor particularly in the context of creative involve-

ment, whereas, innovation is used as an employees’ work outcome. Researchers

stated that by using innovation, employees talk about new ideas, therefore they

need high self-efficacy in showing innovation (Anderson et al., 2014). In addition,

employees’ high innovation shows more extra role behavior; therefore, they are

more expected to perform well. These variables are studied in the literature; how-

ever they are not modeled together in a single conceptual framework. The present

study is conducted to model these variables by investing how ambidextrous leader-

ship affects project success with the mediating role of innovation and moderating

role of self-efficacy.

1.4 Research Questions

Considering the project base organization in Pakistan, we focus on the questions

that if the project scope is not defined properly, then how the abusive supervisor

will impact the employee performance and after that performance what will be

the impact of that performance on success of the in project, how scope creep will

moderate the relationship between Abusive supervision and employee performance

and how employee performance will mediate between the Abusive supervision and

Project Success. Keeping the view on research model, our study will answer the

following questions.

Research Question 1:
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How does Ambidextrous Leadership impact Project Success?

Research Question 2:

How does Innovation mediate the relationship between Ambidextrous Leadership

and Project Success?

Research Question 3:

How does Self-Efficacy act as a moderator between Innovation and Project Suc-

cess?

1.5 Research Objectives

The objective of the research is to understand the impact Ambidextrous Leader-

ship would have on Project Success. These objectives are broken down as:

Research Objective 1:

To find out the impact of Ambidextrous Leadership on Project Success.

Research Objective 2:

To investigate the impact of Ambidextrous Leadership on Project Success, medi-

ated by Innovation.

Research Objective 3:

To investigate the effect of Innovation on Project Success, moderated by Self-

Efficacy.

1.6 Significance

Projects can come to a stop in different circumstances due to insufficient profits

for the clients and the business, or providing plentiful revenue even if they are

carried out within time, budget and scope.

The present investigation will contribute to the Ambidextrous Leadership, Inno-

vation, and Project Success in several important ways. First, most of the previous
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researches which studied leadership styles for innovation are servant leadership, au-

thentic leadership, Charismatic leadership, transformational leadership and ethical

leadership (Moriano, Molero, Topa, & Mangin, 2014); however, the relationship

between ambidextrous leadership and innovation is the new contribution of the

current study. Second, the indirect effect of Ambidextrous Leadership on Project

Success through innovation is further a new contribution of this study.

The other relationships which are focused in this research have been examined

before in other contexts but have either inconsistent existing results or are not

significant enough for assurance of their generalizability in organizational context.

The current study contributes to the knowledge in a new way, by exploring the

moderating effect of self-efficacy in the above mentioned framework. The individ-

uals with high self-efficacy are to show greater tendencies towards innovation than

the people who lack self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is the confidence of an individual

in his/her ability to develop novel ideas and bring innovation in the organization

(Yang & Cheng, 2009).

In addition, this research has significant managerial implications. This model

will likely help management to better comprehend how self-efficacy helps bring

innovation in the organizations, and how with the help of innovation, project

success can be enhanced and ultimately, how creative self-efficacy moderates these

relationships in Pakistani organizational context.

1.7 Underpinning Theory

Several theoretical perspectives have been presented by different researchers, which

are used worldwide to support the studies of leadership and project success.

Theory which is supporting all the variables of the current study and linking those

variables directly and indirectly to each other is the “Social Learning Theory” given

by (Bandura, 1986). Social learning theory states that people do not simply react

to external influences, but instead they select, organize, and transform reactions

caused by external influences. Social learning theory emphasizes learning because

of the events occurred in the past as well as learning by consequences.
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An important aspect of this theory is that it actively recognizes the part of cog-

nitive processes as a vital part of behavior change. Social Learning Theory par-

ticularly recognizes that most human behavior is learned by observation through

modeling. A person develops an idea about how behaviors are performed and the

effects they produce through observing others. This coded information helps as a

guide for one of the dimensions of a leader to react, i.e. Ambidextrous Leadership

either gives a go ahead to exploit the opportunity or holds back.

Behavior learning in an organization can randomly be distinguished between two

types: one of them is training and the other one is the day-to-day relationship

between manager and employees. As Ambidextrous leader encourages employees

to break up rules and search for solutions outside the safe ground leading the

projects to be successful. The aim of this study is to find out the importance of

Ambidextrous Leadership on Project Success using employees to explore and/or

explore according to the need of the environment.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Ambidextrous Leadership

Literal meaning of ambidexterity is the potential of a person to make use of both

hands with no difficulty. An ambidextrous organization is one that can exploit

a business and, at the same time, explore a new one without its main operating

activity suffers. According to Canonico et al. (2013) being ambidextrous by birth

is rare, however it can be learned. For companies the same thing can be done, but

very few organizations are ambidextrous.

The concept of the ambidextrous organization, which is based on mutual support

and market confidence, arises from March’s approach, on the contradictory condi-

tions implied by exploration and exploitation learning, of the Human Resource of

the organization that learns to make the organization ambidextrous. It is impor-

tant to create a management team supported by organizational leadership, which

implements planning for transformation scenarios in evolutionary leadership under

the processes associated with cognition and tolerance of contradictions of the or-

ganization that makes ambidextrous organization. Moreover, exploration learning

and exploitation learning are affected by external factors which include competi-

tive environment, dynamism of organizational design, strategic factors, corporate,

diversification and growth strategies pursued by the organization (Turner, Maylor,

& Swart, 2015).

12
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This concept was first introduced in 1976 by Robert Duncan in his book. The

term ambidextrous is referred as a dual structure used by organizations in manag-

ing the actions that require various time horizons and capabilities (Prange, 2012).

However, when this concept is discussed with reference to organizational learn-

ing, ambidexterity is considered a trade-off between exploitation and exploration

(Duncan, 1976).

The ambidextrous organization can simultaneously exploit existing capabilities

(exploitation) and explore new opportunities (exploration). Therefore it expresses

a range of resources and abilities suitable both to manage current success and to lay

the foundations for future success. It manages to govern efficiency and innovation.

Today the design of the organization makes it mandatory for the management

to identify new solutions for a problem that emerges in ever more pressing terms

and with which they continually confronted while operating in their respective

markets. To manage the present and lay the foundations for future success, the

organization’s design must reconcile objectives that appear to be in contrast with

each other, but by using the dialectical comparison, companies can ensure their

success in the long run successfully (Agostini, Nosella, & Filippini, 2016).

Ambidexterity is a broader concept that that has three different types of it. These

types provide solution to the problem on organizational level of balancing the con-

cept of exploration and exploitation. It includes structural, sequential, and con-

textual ambidexterity. Each of the type of ambidexterity has been distinguished

from each other and explained below:

Structural ambidexterity is a simultaneous approach that has autonomous sub-

units that separates the department of exploration and exploitation structurally,

and independently from each other. This type of ambidexterity is also known as

the architectural ambidexterity that broadly focuses on the separate structures of

both the departments (Huang & Kim, 2013).

Sequential ambidexterity, on the other hand, involves shifting of the organization

between both the structures of exploration and exploitation. This is done to align

the structures with the organizational strategy. However, this shift is temporary
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that allows the organization to quickly adapt to the changes (Goossen, Bazzazian,

& Phelps, 2012).

Contextual ambidexterity, third type, aims to solve the tension created between

both the concepts, at individual level. Contextual ambidexterity supports the use

of judgments by individuals to pursue towards exploration and exploitation simul-

taneously in an organizational setting.Contextual ambidexterity is quite different

from the other two types as it takes in account the individual judgment in or-

der to better adapt and align the oriented activities within an organizational unit

(McCarthy & Gordon, 2011).

Hence, an individual in organizational context plays an essential role in this type

of ambidexterity. Thus, it is defined as processes, beliefs and systems that help

to shape the behaviours of an individual in an organization. There are few em-

pirical researches found related to both individual and group level of contextual

ambidexterity (Meglio, King, & Risberg, 2015).

The phenomenon of leadership, like many other phenomena that arise in human

society, is so complex that the scientific concept of it obviously cannot be made

clear and simple. Whereas, the words “leader” and “leadership” appeared in

natural language long before the emergence of a scientific concept of leadership,

which means that they carry many meanings, of which researchers try to choose

only uniquely coinciding with the scientific understanding of leadership (Allio,

2013).

Moreover, in different languages there are different words that more or less ac-

curately express this concept. If we look at the history of the word “leader”, it

turns out that it was originated from the West German word called “laithjan”,

and it was gradually changed in to English verb “lead”, and then, approximately

in the 13th century, it was changed into a noun a “leader” or “one who leads”.The

word a leader began to be used to designate military leaders - combined-arms com-

manders (troop leader), generals (military leader), and naval commanders (flotilla

leader) (Northouse, 2018).

Since the United Kingdom has been a maritime nation, gradually the word a leader

began to be used to denote a person who is paving the course of the ship (or a
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whole fleet), and a military vessel (ship), who heads the “order”, i.e. a group of

ships moving in a certain order. Gradually (at the level of everyday observations)

it became clear that, on the one hand, there are certain characteristics necessary

for a leader, and on the other hand, becoming a leader, a person takes a certain

position, which determines the entire system of his/her relations and activities.

This value - “the position of the leader” - in the 19th century was expressed in

the word “leadership”(Nohria & Khurana, 2010).

It is said that leaders do not lead by what they say, but by what they do, because

it is their example that causes the rest of the organization to follow them. It is

also stated that “crises create leaders”, because in those moments unity is favored,

especially when there is an external threat or when times are more difficult, and

a person capable of taking command and transmitting security to the team is

required (Trong & Tuan, 2017).

However, leaders do not improvise, because beyond the fact that some people have

more innate soft skills, to exercise positive leadership it is necessary to learn to

cultivate those skills and contribute to the values of the company. That is, a “kit”

of technical or hard business skills and adaptive skills or soft skills is required. In

the opinion of (Ahlers & Wilms, 2017), “ambidextrous” leaders were considered to

be the leaders of the future, because they will be able to manage the contradiction,

that is, they will have the ability to find balance, which means that far from the

competition/cooperation dichotomy that were believed to be incompatible, the

good leader of the future must handle both variables with expertise and use each

one in due course.

But it is also important that they be able to guarantee the sustainability of re-

sources, that is, that they promote responsible leadership to avoid the mistakes of

yesteryear, when some too ambitious leaders created strategies that were at the

limit of ethics and legality, which it implies at the same time having the ability to

change the mentality of avid investors for short-term results. Leadership is also

the fundamental challenge to overcome the requirement of the highly competitive

environment, in which the increasingly globalized companies carry out their work

today (Mueller, Renzl, & Will, 2018).
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This implies having a good leader who must be both imaginative and innovative

and with a long-term vision, because within the current environment of techno-

logical innovations is where new opportunities arise daily. Today more than ever,

organizations must be adaptive and led by visionary, optimistic and above all

committed executives. In this way, their teams will perceive the passion of their

leaders, who will set the tone and define the way forward (Meglio et al., 2015).

2.2 Ambidextrous Leadership and Project

Success

Although the idea of ambidextrous leadership has come into view recently, its

concept has been vital in theory of leadership from the beginning (Avolio et al.,

1999; Rosing et al., 2011). It was noted by Bass (1985) that effective leaders should

be able to adopt the necessary leadership behavior which is in accordance with the

particular situation. A great leader can decide what type of leadership behavior

is suitable for which situation and exhibit high amount of transformational and

transactional behavior according to the situation (Luo, Zheng, Ji, & Liang, 2018).

The aim of research on leadership has changed drastically during past few decades.

First, the focus shifted from stable leadership to adaptable and flexible leadership

and after that to leaders dealing with change that is defined by path goal leadership

theory (House, 1971). Then attention shifted from traditional leadership styles

to leader member exchange theory (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995). Other theories

included transactional and transformational leadership.

Term ambidextrous leadership implies that leader is able to balance transforma-

tional and transactional leadership as the situation prevails (Voigt, 2014). An am-

bidextrous leader uses transformational leadership when he is faced with a dynamic

environment and uses transactional leadership when he faces stable environment

(Bucic et al., 2010). Traditional form of leadership is symbolized by transactional

leadership (Burns, 1978). It refers to the trade that takes place between leaders

and followers whose purpose is to meet their self- interest (Bass, 1999). The focus
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of transactional leader is to maintain and ensure that day to day operations are

performed as efficiently as possible. On the contrary, transformational leaders are

imaginative and passionate; they function without considering their self-interest

and perform to promote learning that is adaptive according to the need (Argyris

& Schön, 1978). Transformational leaders work hard to bring change within the

organization to shape it into something different. It is described as magnetism,

motivation and individual consideration (Hsu, Bell, & Cheng, 2002). An ambidex-

trous leader is capable of switching between transformational and transactional

leadership, as per the need and situation at hand (Zacher et al., 2016).

Different studies related to transactional, as well as transformational styles of lead-

ership significantly relate to the concept of ambidexterity and innovation. The

study of Giltinane (2013) can be taken as an example that highlighted the con-

tingent relationship, combination and use of various styles of leadership that can

be utilized as a possible method by the leaders in their organizations to become

ambidextrous. This also raises the question for various leaders which is associated

with how they can evaluate, outline and contrast transactional and transforma-

tional styles of leadership in such a way that enables them to implement the

concepts and important principles of ambidextrous leadership.

The transformational leadership is one that has as its central axis people to achieve

a change in the company. This type of leadership is based on the trust, respect

and admiration that employees feel towards the figure that have the authority

(Pieterse, Van Knippenberg, Schippers, & Stam, 2010). This current of thought

was originated and introduced by historian and political scientist James MacGre-

gor Burns and developed years later by the Doctor of Psychology Bernard M.

Bass. Both experts in leadership studies worked on this leadership model in which

the role of the leader was assumed by a profile focused on the participation of

their employees and their motivation. In their studies, they described a series of

qualities that identified a type of leader who was committed to the commitment

of workers and to the objectives of the company (McCleskey, 2014).

In this way, the involvement of employees with the company’s projects becomes
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greater, which helps them to complete the project more effectively. Both au-

thors describe individuals characterized by a strong vision of the future, having

strong personality as the ideal people to become transformational leader in or-

der to change the expectations and motivations of employees, as well as lead the

progress within a company. In short, it is a leadership typology that is viable when

leaders or authority figures and employees work together to achieve a higher level

of motivation and results. A transformational leader accepts the change in the

organization. On the one hand, he/she seeks to adapt to new market challenges

and, on the other, he/she assume the risks that come with adapting to the needs of

the market. However, these types of leaders are aware of these dangers but are not

afraid to face them and overcome them. Empathy and the ability to communicate

easily with others are two most common skills of these types of leaders (Wang,

Oh, Courtright, & Colbert, 2011).

Due to these capabilities, transformational leaders do not stay away from the

rest of their team, and the employees show a greater respect for them in the

company. A transformational leader is committed to values such as creativity

as they are essential aspects for generating ideas and improving results in any

company. In fact, they not only encourage these values, but rewards the employees

who utilize them, since they are fundamental for change. All this framed in an

open environment of participation and dialogue. Transformational leader is usually

considered as a role model among employees (Rou, Baker, & Rose, 2014).

Because the transformational leader stands out for his/her communication and

leadership skills, the employees doesn’t usually question the authority or the de-

cisions that the transformational leader makes. Transformational leader trusts,

without any doubt, the members of his/her team and focuses on improving their

strengths (Pieterse et al., 2010). Likewise, he/she maintains a constant feedback

of the work the employees do and acts as an indicative figure when there is any

problem. Perhaps one of the most important skills or characteristics of this type of

leadership lies in the constant work of motivation that this figure exerts on the em-

ployees. Transformational leaders know in depth their employees, their strengths

and weaknesses, and know how to motivate them to achieve success. They also
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believe in positive reinforcement as a way to encourage their team and share the

company’s success together (Odumeru & Ogbonna, 2013).

In transformational leadership it is characteristic to find inspiring leaders. This

type of leadership focuses on processes of change and improvement within the

company, as the team is encouraged to achieve spectacular results (McCleskey,

2014). This leadership is characterized by different aspects. The most important

characteristics of transformational leadership are:

• The human capital of employees is valued. That is, employees are no longer

seen as simple instruments that help the company earn money.

• In line with the above, the motivation of the employees will be greater, they

feel that their skills and abilities are necessary in the organization, and that

the good results achieved are thanks to them.

• Transformational leadership allows direct and trustworthy links with the

team.

• Long-term growth is sought

• Some of the advantages of transformational leadership are:

• Learning and training tools are provided for employees.

• Employee turnover remains lows

• The leader sets an example to the entire team, helps and corrects their

mistakes before blaming anyone.

• The work environment is more relaxed and pleasant, because there is no

pressure from senior management.

• The self - esteem of employees is very important when it comes to transfor-

mational leadership, and this will be high.

Transactional leadership utilizes the processes of exchange (i.e., transactions) to

control their employees, by asking them for their services, and in turn, rewarding
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(or punishing them) if they effectively (or fail to) perform their duties. The key

elements of this leadership style are supervision, organization and performance of

the group. This type of leadership is highly effective in the situations of crisis

situations under a given project that requires strict adherence to the rules and

policies of the company (Pieterse et al., 2010).

Transactional leaders focuse on specific processes rather than ideas, and they uti-

lize contingent rewards to praise or motivate their employees when established

objectives are accomplished by them. They also use contingent penalty (contin-

gent negative reinforcement) such as suspension when employee’s performance is

below standards. Their characteristics include: Compliance with specific tasks

and problems; Rewards for achieving objectives; Punishments for low yields; lim-

ited scope for the staff to participate in the decision making process; high focus to

maintain stability or status quo; and constant emphasis to improve performance

(Odumeru & Ogbonna, 2013).

Within the context of hierarchies in the Maslow pyramid, transactional leadership

is implicit in the most basic satisfaction needs. This is because the leader pays

detailed attention to the fulfillment of specific tasks, rewarding the employees

with basic needs, security and self-esteem, but the same mode can be used for

punishment by suppressing the satisfaction of these needs until the problem is

solved (Liu, Liu, & Zeng, 2011).

Leader must be ambidextrous in a competitive environment (Tushman & O’Reilly,

1996). They should be capable of implementing different ways in which employ-

ees can act, such as exploration and exploitation, incremental and radical and

flexibility and control, simultaneously (Vera & Crossan, 2004).

Transactional leadership highlights structure and routine and is suitable for im-

plementation when the aim of the organization is to bring back and re-establish

stability and the organization itself is in a steady position; on the other hand,

transformational leadership is suitable for the organizations when they come across

complex, evolving situation and organization learning is necessary to be adaptive

and progressive (Ramburuth, 2010).
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In reality, organizations are hardly in one phase or the other. Competitive en-

vironment does not give them the comfort of choice, therefore they must move

back and forth or adopt both styles of leadership simultaneously, i.e. Ambidex-

trous Leadership. Ambidextrous as organizational concept has been previously

defined in literature. It was initially introduced as organizational ambidexterity

by (Duncan, 1976) in the context of the dual organization structures.

Organizations can exploit their current assets with the help of ambidexterity and

can explore potential opportunities at the same time (Alghamdi, 2018). Exploita-

tion deals with refining the organization, efficiency, selection and implementation

and on the other hand, exploration deals with search, variation, and experimenta-

tion as well as discovering new ideas (Ketkar & Puri, 2017; Birkinshaw & Gupta,

2013).

According to the above definition, organization has to deal with efficiency and

flexibility (Adler, Goldoftas, & Levine, 1999) and alignment of existing resources

at the same time. With the help of this, they are able to adapt according to the

changing environment (Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004).

Ambidextrous Leadership Theory suggests that those leaders who practice am-

bidexterity use opening behaviors that support such behaviors which are explo-

rative in nature, secondly they use closing behaviors that promote exploitative

behavior and the power to switch between both behaviors once a situation entails

(Rosing et al., 2011). Opening Leadership behavior consists of a leader’s behavior

that increases difference in behavior of employees by providing them with support

and encouraging them to think out of the box and experiment and providing them

with autonomy to plan and execute (Rosing et al., 2010).

Thus, Ambidextrous Theory of leadership suggests that exploration activities are

a result of opening leadership behaviors. Opening behavior is explained as group

(set) of leader behaviors that motivate employees to try out and do things in

a different way, support them to think and act freely and challenge established

approaches (Rosing et al., 2010).

Closing leadership behavior consists of leader behavior that reduces variance in

subordinate’s behavior with the help of taking corrective measures, provide precise
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guidelines and supervise in attainment of goals. Thus, Ambidextrous Theory of

Leadership suggests that exploitation activities are a result of closing leadership

behaviors (Zacher & Rosing, 2015). Closing behavior is explained as a group (set)

of leader behaviors that involve correction of actions that were unsatisfactory or

did not fulfill the requirements, giving detailed instructions and monitoring goal

achievement.

By merging the discussed categories of leadership behaviors, ambidextrous lead-

ership is termed as the capability of a leader to promote both explorative and

exploitative behavior in followers by escalating or decreasing discrepancy in their

behavior and flexibility by switching between those behaviors. This means that an

ambidextrous leader provides support to their followers in effort to be ambidex-

trous (Rosing et al., 2011).

It is often observed that doctors rush toward the patient’s relatives and claim that

the operation got successful but unfortunately the patient died. In Malaysia, a

shopping mall was planned to be completed within 12 months having an estimate

value of RM 100 million. This was eventually stretched to 15 months and the

budget was increased by RM 46 million. However, the developer rejected RM 26

million out of it (Mir & Pinnington, 2014).

This project marked to be a complete failure as “iron triangle” factors of cost,

quality and time. Despite its failure, it was recognized as a perfect place to trade

by the tenants and the shoppers. This raises a question that what factors actually

contribute in making any project successful? Most companies aim to achieve

organizational objectives through project approach. It has become difficult to

distinguish between the project success and the project management success. The

success of any project has become challenging by an increased competition (Papke-

Shields, Beise, & Quan, 2010).

There is a familiar French proverb that says: “Nothing is as successful as success.”

But it is difficult to get the desired benefit if success is not defined, measured and

built. Most companies find it difficult to identify the criteria that determine a

successful outcome in the projects. This is because, even today, many business

entities do not have the key to make a project succeed in its entirety (Davis,
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2014). One of the realities of today, though highly unlikely, is that there is no

global consensus for the definition of “Project Success”, since the vast majority

of companies do not take it into account and therefore do not apply it, which

makes its determination and implementation more complicated (Müller & Turner,

2010b).

In general, Yang, Huang, and Wu (2011) stated that the success of a project is

measured in terms of meeting its goals for both cost and time. Although there are

additional aspects to take into account such as compliance with the project speci-

fications, if it succeeded in the market or if it has provided the company with the

understanding for future projects. The project manager is always keen to bring

the project of a company to a successful conclusion by avoiding its failure. Suc-

cessful implementation of projects is an important condition for a successful career

as a professional project manager, as well as almost any manager responsible for

organizing certain projects in the organization. A factor is considered to be a fact,

an influence, or a circumstance that contributes to a result. Critical success fac-

tors, however, are the circumstances that help to establish project results. Hence,

they help a project manager to engage himself in the success of the project. In

other words, they are defined as the components needed for project management.

Without the presence of such factors, a project tends to fail.The critical success

factors (FCE), aim to help the planning of the activities and resources of any or-

ganization, facilitating the assignment of priorities within it (Trkman, 2010). This

practice implies, for its realization, the following basic points:

• Defining the overall objectives of the organization.

• Defining a unit of measure to evaluate the functioning of the organization

with respect to those objectives.

• Identifying the key factors that contribute to that operation.

• Identifying cause-effect relationships between objectives and key factors.

The success of a project means that all project stakeholders obtain results that

meet their expectations, formulated in the form of goals and requirements. The
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project manager, at the beginning of the project, is required to clearly understand

the expectations of key participants and the indicators for which the conclusion

about the success of the project will be formed, and during the project imple-

mentation, he/she is also responsible to monitor and predict the status of these

indicators (Bucero, Randall, et al., 2015).

A project is considered successful when it is completed in time and under its

provided budget and the requirements specified in the scope are met appropri-

ately. There were times when the success of the projects were only measured by

traditional criteria. However, currently, the criteria to measure the value of the

investment (VOI) and not just the return on investment (ROI) are often utilized

to measure success of the project (Lechler & Dvir, 2010). This also includes the

alignment of project with the strategy of the company, the evolutionary capac-

ity of the solution, the proper use of new technologies and everything related to

corporate social responsibility. Most of the times, the realization of a project is

derived from the tactical application of the strategy that has been defined in the

company. It is therefore critical that in the execution of the strategies associated

with the project, other factors are taken into account by taking a medium-term

vision, which also includes giving appropriate consideration to the needs of all

stakeholders involved in the project (Joslin & Müller, 2016). However, the re-

searchers do not agree upon a common success criteria (Jha & Iyer, 2006) because

project success can be affected by a variety of variables such as inside environment

of the organization and situation in which project is operated and these variables

can affect both end result and success of projects (Papke-Shields et al., 2010).

Over the years these three criteria time, cost and quality also known as Iron Trian-

gle have been criticized because they seem insufficient. Some researchers say that

they are too much while other say that they are incomplete (Yu, Flett, & Bowers,

2005). Researchers added more variables to the criteria that were traditionally set

by exploring variables that had an impact on project success and others concen-

trated different criteria to one evaluation criteria, i.e. financial criteria (Yu et al.,

2005). Some researchers adopted the following performance evaluation criteria of

projects i.e. Developing quality reputation, maximize revenue and keep detailed
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record, increase staff competence and increase productivity (Jugdev, Mathur, &

Fung, 2007).

Another model for project success was presented by (Turner & Müller, 2006) that

consists of following criteria:

• Project achieves its purpose

• End-user satisfaction

• Projects’ self-defined success criteria

• Customer satisfaction.

• Performance in terms of time, cost, quality

• Supplier satisfaction

• Team satisfaction

• Reoccurring business

• Other stakeholders’ satisfaction

• Meeting user requirements

Success may be referred as a favorable outcome. The criteria of any success is a

turning point for evaluating things. Hence, project success is a multi-dimensional,

inclusive, and ambiguous concept. Previous literature refers project management

as a success against the triangle of objectives, that is, time, performance and cost.

Success of project has always been centered by these factors until modifications

arose to include users or consumers. The scope eventually got changed of not

disturbing the organizational culture and the main workflow (Müller & Jugdev,

2012).

However, project attention is also referred as threefold that involves performance

requirements, cost and schedule. Thus, it is mentioned as a primary role of the

project management. Both the older and newer ideas of project success have
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not reached to finalize the actual idea. Previous view of project success, that is,

time, quality and cost is quite narrow that is shifted to wider strategic outcomes.

Hence, they are the opportunity for the companies to learn to sustain and a source

of having competitive advantage (Tmeemy, Rahman, & Harun, 2011). Because of

the complex nature of concept of project success and lack of agreement among re-

searchers, the most used criterion in success is still the iron triangle (Papke-Shields

et al., 2010). Iron Triangle is still the criteria for appraising the performance of

project (Agarwal & Rathod, 2006).

Whether companies require organic growth in new markets, or they need to ex-

pand through developing unique products, services or business models, or expand

through acquiring and partnership: companies come across the need to find and

combine new resources, realign existing one and reconfigure basic design features

to tackle the increased size and complexity that come with the fast growth. These

growth scenarios present different leadership challenges but if a leader is able to

overcome these challenges, it can make a considerable difference in organization’s

effectiveness (Mohrman, 2007).

Organizations have to adopt exploration and exploitation simultaneously to meet

the challenges and difficulties that come with the disruptive change (March, 1991).

Organizations exploit the information that is in hand to make sure that the project

is successful in short period and explore novel information and new possibilities,

opportunities so that the project can achieve success and prosperity in the future

(Chen, 2017). Ambidextrous leadership is an important factor in the accomplish-

ment of organization goals venturing into highly developed economies (Chebbi

et al., 2017). Similarly, pursuit of both exploration and exploitation results in

superior firm performance (He & Wong, 2004; Raisch et al., 2009).

It is quite commonly observed that several projects fail or may not be able to

perform well because of lacking in the tools and techniques of project management.

This marks the importance of people in project management (Müller & Turner,

2010a). Since most people involved in project management are the stakeholders,

they are the most concerned towards its success. In other words, people are

the ones in project management who set project plans, goals, organize, monitor
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and direct the project activities. It’s usually that they get involve along with

organizational and their interpersonal skills to explore the relevant solutions for

the problems. Hence, leadership is extremely essential in project management

(Burke, 2013).

Having a process of developing a high performance team is essential in delivering

the project success. Thus, project leadership is having a skill of influencing people

to acquire the team objectives. Leadership is all about setting a vision to achieve

the project objectives by having a capability to influence other team members.

Effective leadership in project life cycle helps to ensure that the focus stays towards

the project goals (Lundy, 2013).

Project leadership is about much more than meeting the scope, time and cost of a

project. It is about generating value for the customer and the environment. The

first difficulty lies in the different interpretations that the concept of value has for

each interested party in the project (stakeholder).The looks and needs of each role

are different and one of the first challenges to face is to understand these needs

and try to create consensus among the main actors, and then inspire them to walk

in this direction. This is more complex than learning to use software to make

schedules (Clarke, 2010).

According to the report of Anantatmula (2010), more than 70% of executives be-

lieve that developing leadership in their teams is a critical success factor. Some

basic aspects such as integrity and congruence remain an inherent part of leader-

ship, but other characteristics and behaviors have changed in this dynamic, multi-

generational, didactic, global and electronic environment. It requires a leader who

knows the subject, strong but flexible, good listening, clear and concrete and very

charismatic to inspire young and old, experienced and novice. It is impossible

to define a model applicable to all cases (Barnwell, Nedrick, Rudolph, Sesay, &

Wellen, 2014). However, according to a Deloitte Business Confidence Report 2016,

some characteristics of today’s bold leaders are:

1. They propose controversial ideas

2. They take risks, sometimes much more than the general of their environment.
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3. They build strong teams and empower, delegate and develop their collabo-

rators.

4. They promote communication and feedback in multiple senses of relation-

ships.

5. Set challenges

Müller and Turner (2010b) stated that the leader must be a facilitator, a developer

of people in an organization that wants to grow and have the best talent. This

type of leadership requires a work environment very different from the traditional.

In the world of projects, constant progress is made in the use of tools, in the de-

velopment of skills of project leaders and techniques to achieve successful projects.

A genuine interest in learning about new ways that optimize the use of resources,

which are increasingly scarce, and mainly that ensure the achievement of project

objectives, begins to be perceived in the work environment. This culture of effi-

ciency is not easy, nor common, nor is it built overnight, but if it does not begin

with blunt actions, it will never be a near reality (Barnwell et al., 2014).

Companies and people today show a greater interest in learning or improving the

execution of this profession. To do this, the first step, as in any learning, is to

declare that I don’t know. The declaration of not knowing at the organizational or

personal level, indispensable in the learning process, is not a simple step to take.

An experienced project leader has knowledge of great value and, if he is able to

identify some aspects to improve, he will be able to strengthen those that do work

for him and adjust those that he lacks. This is learning, it is not about starting

from scratch, but about integrating and adjusting new experiences (Lundy, 2013).

The leader is expected to know the best practices in project management to de-

velop a project plan that describes the scope of the project, roles and responsi-

bilities, with a budget and a schedule with an acceptable accuracy for the degree

of risk the project has. The successful project leader makes the document and,

most importantly, seeks to create business value using it to negotiate and reach

agreements, ensuring that the main sponsors, clients and team members know
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and accept it, while a business leader of a common project makes the complete

document, but in his/her office alone, to deliver it to the PMO and comply with

the methodology (Lee, Gillespie, Mann, & Wearing, 2010).

Burke (2013) stated that a successful leader uses his own controls to report progress,

investing little time in reporting. Report reality on time, whether pleasant or not,

and very concisely ask for help when you need it. The common leader assigns

someone two days a week to prepare the well-presented report, trying to avoid

bad news to the fullest, thinking that he can correct the problems the following

week. The successful project leader invests time with the team explaining what

will be done and agreeing on the way and time it will be done, strengthening

learning and commitment. The common project leader communicates the plan to

the team at a meeting and is made available in his office if there are doubts.

Yang, Huang, and Hsu (2014) stated that a successful project leader is partly re-

sponsible for the interpersonal relationship of his team. A project being a tempo-

rary effort, the period to generate and strengthen relationships is generally short,

and takes advantage of it from the beginning. Look for face-to-face meetings

whenever possible and establish rules of coexistence, adjusting them as necessary,

seeking to build trust and commitment. The common project leader believes that

team integration is the responsibility of each member. The successful leader also

considers part of his/her work to recognize the effort, not only until the end, and

to celebrate with his team the achievements and learning in a cheerful, prudent

and respectful way. He/she does it with pleasure and people notice. The common

leader prefers to keep his distance to avoid losing authority and congratulates by

mail or in private from time to time (Barnwell et al., 2014).

Packendorff, Crevani, and Lindgren (2014) argued that a leader should not be the

person who constantly goes “putting out fires” and that planning is the key to

project success. In all situations, the leader of a project must be a kind person,

but with authority; occupied in the identification of factors that represent a risk

or opportunities so that it can mitigate and, consequently, can minimize damage

to both the equipment and the project. It requires a leader to be “alert” and

anticipate the aspects according to his/her priorities.
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To achieve firm’s superior performance, projects need to be delivered in time,

within budget and according to required quality. In today’s global environment,

to deliver projects within time and budget, process, people and technology used

by information system project need to exhibit rigor and agility, i.e, Ambidexterity

(Lee, DeLone, & Espinosa, 2007). If leaders fail to deliberately supervise projects

that are vital to the organization’s success, the competitive growth of a business

will be affected (Rauniar & Rawski, 2012).

Organizational ambidexterity that is defined as the organization’s capability to

exhibit alignment and adaptability at the same time has been linked to enhanced

organizational performance (Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004). Similarly, ambidextrous

coping strategies are used by project managers to lessen the adverse consequences

of global boundary complexity on global project success (Lee, DeLone, & Espinosa,

2006).

Previous research also suggests that the projects required in software development

and implementation also require ambidexterity, i.e. They should be flexible/agile

and rigorous/ disciplined simultaneously so that they can tackle the challenges

faced by projects occurring globally (Lee et al., 2007). For example, teams have

to follow project coping approach in a disciplined and rigorous way and simulta-

neously, show flexibility towards rapid adaptation and reverse these approaches

according to the need of the environment (Lee et al., 2006).

Other than software related projects, other projects such as engineering projects

may face complex challenges .These projects demand both exploiting existing ca-

pabilities and exploring innovative solutions (Liu, Wang, & Sheng, 2012) to tackle

with challenges.

Ambidextrous Leadership is essential for the projects to be successful. As the

projects are unique in nature, they cannot be executed by using standardized

processes only. Generating new knowledge is necessary along with standardized

processes for successful execution of projects (Edmondson, 2008). This is in line

with (March, 1991) research in acquiring new knowledge in terms of ambidexterity;

exploitation (refinement of knowledge in hand) and exploration (formation of new
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and unique way out). Based on above reviewed literature, hypothesis one has been

developed:-

Hypothesis 1: Ambidextrous leadership is positively associated with

project success.

2.3 Innovation as a Mediator

Innovation is a diverse terminology that has varied descriptions. It is defined as

a reflection of outputs of a new market, new goods, new source of supple, new

production method, and new organizational structure. It may also be known as

production and implementation of new products, ideas, processes and services that

involves creativity. It may be classified as a process, product or business model

innovation (Drucker, 2014).

Innovation is termed as the deliberate opening and function within a role, group or

organization, of thoughts and ways to achieve goals that are novel to the appropri-

ate unit of adoption and are considered in such a way that benefits the individual,

group or organization considerably (West & Farr, 1989).

A definition of innovation that is widely accepted calls it a comprehensive activity

of creativity and implementation. Innovation may also be known as an intentional

application in group or processes to adopt and design for a benefit of group, an

individual, and even organizations (Kline & Rosenberg, 2010).

Innovation is a comprehensive category that involves production, assimilation,

adoption, exploitation of markets, enlargement and renewal of products and ser-

vices, and development and establishment of new models and management sys-

tems, hence, innovation is both an outcome and a process. These different views

of innovation make it clear that innovation is something that goes beyond creativ-

ity. According to Anderson et al. (2014), innovation and creativity are considered

to be essential in an organization’s success. Despite the fact that innovation and

creativity have some of the characteristics similar, there is a different approach to

commercialization and implementation in both the cases that makes them different
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to each other. This makes its scope limited in idea generation. Hence, creativity

can be considered as a part of innovation. Thus, without having a commercial

value, a creative venture is considered as an invention. The biggest factor to de-

termine innovation is the product or service. Innovation is classified into following

five various types, these are stated below:

1. An introduction of new good

2. An introduction to new production method

3. An opening of new market

4. An identification of half manufactured goods

5. A creation of new industrial organization

To be innovative, you have to come up with creative ideas and implement them.

First stage consists of recognition of problem or a potential opening and coming

up with solutions to tackle those problems or use the opportunity. For creativity,

it is necessary to have explorative behavior (March, 1991). On the other hand, to

implement ideas, exploitative behavior is necessary and it consists of evaluation

of generated ideas, selecting from those ideas and finally implementation of those

ideas.

First creative ideas that challenge and disturb the routine need to be developed,

then inspected if they are worthy and practical and then promoted within a team

(Farr, Sin, & Tesluk, 2003). Creativity is commonly explained as the formation of

a novel unique product, idea or solution to a problem that is valuable to the indi-

vidual or social groups (Hennessey & Amabile, 2010). Many researchers support

this definition of creativity (George & Zhou, 2002; Kaufman & Pretz, 2002).

The principles of innovation are meaningful in organization’s growth (Keeley, Wal-

ters, Pikkel, & Quinn, 2013). Most innovation models consider creativity and

implementation as the two fundamental processes of innovation. However, these

processes are related to exploration and exploitation actions. Exploration inno-

vation generally seeks to create new technologies and products or services. On
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the other hand, exploitation innovation focuses on maintaining established rou-

tines and enhancing the competencies. Exploration innovation are driven through

activities such as experimentation, taking risks, variance, search, and flexibility

whereas exploitation innovation are expedited by activities like, refinement, effi-

ciency, choice implementation, selection, and execution.

The models of innovation used traditionally falsely present innovation as the lin-

ear activity that starts with creativity and ends on implementation. According

to Baden-Fuller and Haefliger (2013), technological innovation is linked to busi-

ness models. However, innovation’s realistic nature is considered as cyclic that

constantly demands a change to exploitation from exploration and implementa-

tion from creativity. Hence, both exploration and exploitation when combine are

found to be crucial to innovative optimal performance. Engaging in high levels

of exploration and exploitation and maintaining a balance between both the ac-

tivities is known as organizational ambidexterity. On drawing the focus to one of

such activities an organization observes risk of missing out the other’s benefit. Re-

searches demonstrate further that organizations are referred to as successful that

achieve ambidexterity than the ones that fail to achieve. Several pitfalls and pos-

sibilities contribute to creation of model (Teece, 2018). There are several pitfalls

of the innovation’s linear model, they are as follows:

a) Innovation is recognized as an activity that initiates from generating ideas to

the market according to most models. However, these models may fail to provide

attention to the impulsive properties of an innovation process.

b) Another disadvantage is that many of the emotional components hardly get

addressed that makes it responsible for many of the failures. Since R&D is closely

related to manufacturing and science is considered as technology-oriented, there is

less attention paid towards the behavioral and social sciences that may be involved

in the process of innovation.

c) Even though there is a complex relationship between the emerging markets

technological capability are considered as crucial components of innovation, the

traditional models seem to fail in order to capture this.
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d) Another shortcoming of the linear model is that the role of a leader/entrepreneur

is not highlighted in traditional models. It becomes difficult for the leaders to find

a balance between the exploration and exploitation activities with the interchang-

ing need to get engage in creativity and implementation. Hence, a competing

demand and tension on the firm’s scarce resources contradict the entire process of

innovation.

A shift from such linear models proposes a dynamic, cyclic and holistic model of

innovation. According to (Balconi, Brusoni, & Orsenigo, 2010), linear model is

considered as a rhetorical device. This shows a relationship between the soft world

of altering concerns and needs and the hard world of altering technical capabilities.

The model also highlights the essential role of an entrepreneur or a leader that has

a concern in the elements of the innovation process.

Ribiere and Tuggle (2010), suggests that innovation models are no more instead

cyclical. The CIM (Cyclical Innovation Model) portrays innovation as a circle of

change with four different nodes named as: technological change, market transi-

tions, product development, and scientific research. The system also carries cycles

of changes that would influence each other by the dynamic processes. Hence, they

correct, supplement and inspire each other.

It further produces a system that has cycles liked that causes high-order depen-

dencies by influencing each other. Thus, a coordinated system having dynamic

non-linear process that develops an interaction between alteration in science and

industry and technology and market. The role of leader is considered to be pivotal

in cyclical innovation model.

In teams, creativity is defined as the interface between team members and their

surrounding environment (Sternberg, Kaufman, & Pretz, 2013). With the help

of explorative and exploitative activities, there is great performance in creativity

and its implementation. Exploration activities in creativity consist of risk taking,

experimentation and discovery and need inherent motivation, a different thinking

style and independence. Exploitation activities consist of refinement of production

and efficient execution needs support of management and organization.
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Exploration and exploitation are interdependent (Farjoun, 2010). Exploitation

guarantees that there are enough assets with which exploration can be done and

exploration makes sure that new processes and products are produced that can

be exploited in future when necessary. It is suggested by researchers that the

formation of novel and useful ideas, i.e, creativity (Amabile, 1988; Amabile et al.,

1996) is vital for the survival and competitiveness of organization (George & Zhou,

2002; Oldham & Cummings, 1996).

It is found in previous research that when transformational leadership is provided

by supervisor, employee creativity will flourish (Jaussi & Dionne, 2003). Trans-

formational leadership influences subordinates by widening and elevating goals of

followers and provide them with confidence such that they perform beyond expec-

tations (Dvir, Eden, Avolio, & Shamir, 2002).

Research done in the past is in line with the requirement of a fresh perspective

on leadership that supports innovation (Anderson et al., 2004). Practical research

has confirmed that the most significant way to motivate employees towards inno-

vation is leadership, however which specific leader behavior helps in contribution

of innovation is still vague (Bledow et al., 2011).

Transformational leadership deals with motivating and directing employee efforts

by inspiring and transforming them (Jensen et al., 2016). They encourage em-

ployees in such a way that they think beyond their self-interest for the sake of the

organization (Antonakis, Avolio, & Sivasubramaniam, 2003). Transactional lead-

ership is the opposite of transformational leadership and it develops a connection

based on exchange by setting clear goals and recognizing achievement of goals and

interfering when necessary only (Rosing et al., 2010).

Although leadership is measured as most important determinant of innovation,

yet leadership can only result in successful innovation if it goes along with and

accompanies mechanisms that encourage exploration and change, which clearly

demand reactive solutions (Shalley, 1991).

Leaders have to bend their approach so that they are successful in influencing the

efforts of individual employees and teams according to their knowledge of dual
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aspect of innovation (incremental and radical). If employees are passionate for

transformation and innovation, leader should not only support employees in doing

so but also involve in balancing behaviors that result in creating stability. On

the other hand, if tasks are performed by employees in streamlined and rigid way,

the duty of the leader is to question the status quo by counterbalancing one sided

focus of team (Bledow et al., 2011).

Ambidextrous Leaders are capable of increasing enthusiasm and passion among

employees and simultaneously make sure that discipline is still there (Andriopoulos

& Lewis, 2009). Leaders who follow ambidexterity are receptive to various inspi-

rational challenges and adjust their approaches according to situation as team

proceeds on a project. Leader needs to synergize balancing inspirational forces

that are passion and obedience, rather than intensifying one at the price of the

other. The ability to switch between transactional and transformational leader-

ship styles is performed by ambidextrous leaders (Rosing et al., 2011; Zacher et

al., 2016).

When organization is facing a stable environment and objective is to restore bal-

ance, transactional leadership is required. However, when organization is facing

complex and changing environment, transformational leadership is more suitable.

In reality, organizations are not able to choose between two styles because of the

dynamic environment. They need to either move between these two styles or

choose them simultaneously (Luo et al., 2018).

In such competitive environment, leaders must adopt an approach that is suited to

the environment which usually demands ambidextrous leadership. The most im-

portant predictor of employee innovation is leadership (Bledow et al., 2011). Lead-

ers should promote exploitation and exploration behaviors among team members

because combining both behaviors results in high innovative performance (Rosing

et al., 2011). Ambidextrous leaders not only compel employees to make efforts

towards achieving innovation, but also direct and support them to pay attention

towards efficiency (Havermans, Hartog, Keegan, & Uhl-Bien, 2015; Zacher et al.,

2016).
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To achieve superior outcomes, the competence that organizations need to build

and develop is innovation (Damanpour & Aravind, 2006). Executives have become

conscious of the complexity involved in achieving sustainable business (Boons &

Lüdeke-Freund, 2013). The lifespan of firms have decreased because of threats

of new entrants. Due to these reasons, innovation is important for sustainable

and longer business operations (Brown, 2010). Innovation in business can guide

towards sustainable competitive growth if it is well organized and deals with man-

agement behaviors (Hamel, 2006).

Leaders reinvented the way they get work done by innovating in processes, hence

resulting in an increase in organizational performance (Damanpour & Aravind,

2012). When creativity is displayed by employees at work, outcomes are unique

and out of the box responses that help in dealing with tasks at hand (Amabile,

1983; Amabile et al., 1996).

Employees may come up with new ways for accomplishing tasks that include identi-

fying innovative products or services to meet the demands of customers. (J. Zhou,

1998; J. Zhou & Shalley, 2003). Creative response by employees may also in-

clude refinement of current procedures to enhance productivity or coming up with

substitute procedures. Both of the responses mentioned above help employees

in increasing their performance required in their designated jobs (Gong et al.,

2009). The other approach is that the employees may come up with new, useful

ideas also to develop their own work (Shalley, Zhou, & Oldham, 2004) resulting

in improvement of the entire organization.

Due to dynamic environment, traditional organizational structures are shifting

towards project based structures. Projects and innovations are found to be ev-

erywhere in our professional life and we live in a project society (Lundin et al.,

2015). It is proven by previous research that if a project is done through innovative

solutions and processes, it goes further than classic project management (Aubry,

Lièvre, & Hobbs, 2010).

The contribution of work spent in projects is positively related to success in in-

novation and in return, innovation success is positively related to business success

(Wald et al., 2015). Activities within projects are constituted, coordinated and
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controlled with the help of project management (Blomquist, Hällgren, Nilsson, &

Söderholm, 2010). Project management consists of tools and techniques that de-

fine how to execute projects on time, within budget and required quality (Morris,

2013) which are considered as criteria for a project to succeed. This approach

is insufficient because of changes in the environment (Shenhar & Dvir, 2007).

Projects have become explorative in nature (Atkinson et al., 2006) and therefore

result in poor performance (Brady, Geraldi, Brady, Davies, & Nightingale, 2012).

The projects are transforming from operative to creative (Mahmoud-Jouini, Mi-

dler, & Silberzahn, 2016). Therefore, exploration phase in project is important to

allow requirements and specifications to emerge through trial and error as well as

learning.

Researchers have pointed out that leaders who are innovative organize structures

that are improved and processes that are better for project portfolios; they are

more future oriented and proactive (devise techniques through which improved

ideas are formed) and there is more inspiration among team members, they expect

more innovative projects and are more experienced in dealing with ambiguity

(Gemünden, Lehner, & Kock, 2018).

Over the past three decades, most research is based on transformational and trans-

actional leadership. Both of these theories have shown positive effects in perfor-

mance of firms (Laohavichien, Fredendall, & Cantrell, 2009). To achieve higher

performance, leader should be capable of simultaneously exploring when necessary

and exploiting when required (Hsu & Chang, 2007).

Past research suggests that the result of firms exploiting their resources results

in increase in performance of that firm, and this positive effect on performance is

greater if exploration increases and vice versa (Boumgarden, Nickerson, & Zenger,

2012). This means that to achieve greater performance, the firms need to per-

form both simultaneously. When firms highly involve themselves in exploration

and exploitation with some balance, it acts as compliment in generating high-

performance (Hsu & Chang, 2007).

Tight schedule acts as a limitation in projects. They require new activities in con-

trast to existing repetitive activities to complete projects within the given time
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frame. This means that project’s primary focus is exploration, whereas project

management within organization focuses more on exploitation. Project manage-

ment practices are focusing on exploration and are opening up to new foundations

(Maylor, 2006) because traditional approach is no longer able to deal with frequent

changes. The success rate is not satisfying and projects are failing.

Flexible model in projects promote continuous findings of new ways of doing things

(Williams, 2005). Possible constraints that come up due to exploitation rapidly

overcome with exploration of solutions and vice versa. Due to this, the project

leader is able to adopt exploration or exploitation mode whichever is required.

Project manager’s freedom in choice of solutions (either exploration or exploita-

tion) is the key element for project success (Hällgren, 2007). Based on above

reviewed literature, the following hypothesis has been developed:-

Hypothesis 2: Innovation mediates the relation between ambidextrous

leadership and project success.

2.4 Self-Efficacy as a Moderator

A. Bandura (2010) elaborates that the perceived self-efficacy is linked to the beliefs

of the people. This concept is referred to as an individual-level construct that has

three varying dimensions. Magnitude is considered to be the first dimension of

self-efficacy that is measured with the level of the difficulty of a task (such as

high, low, moderate) and difficulty in accomplishment that a person can believe

in. Thus, a person with high magnitude might make perception to a person to

accomplish difficult tasks (Compeau & Higgins, 1995).

Another dimension of the self-efficacy is the strength. It addresses the degree of

certainty in a person (such as weak or strong) to which a person can accomplish a.

The third level of self-efficacy is generality. It is a degree to which a judgment is

restricted to a specific domain or activity task (Stajkovic & Luthans, 1998). There

are researchers who consider self-efficacy as a characteristic, like general efficacy

task that is not related to a particular context (Luthans, Zhu, & Avolio, 2006).
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However, other researchers assume self-efficacy as a belief related to a specific

task, known as task-specific self-efficacy. Schwarzer (2014) emphasizes that it

does not seems to be clear how the dimensions interacts with the perceived risks.

Hence, the beliefs of specific self-efficacy for a manufacturing area are known as

production self-efficacy (Mosley, Boyar, Carson, & Pearson, 2008). Similarly, a

self-efficacy that is particularly for computer tasks refer to computer self-efficacy

(Hardin, Fuller, & Davison, 2007). Task-specific self-efficacy is considered to be a

capacity to function a task out of the three distinctive definitions and one of the

prominent concepts in organizational literature (Luthans et al., 2006).

Apart from the generality variations, magnitude and strengths, all the definitions

of self-efficacy carry three distinctive focal points (Gist & Mitchell, 1992). Firstly,

self-efficacy summarizes the perceptions of an individual of the ability to execute

a task by him. This can be done by embracing external and internal information

that an individual may acquire overtime. Secondly, the perception of an indi-

vidual about self-efficacy is ductile. It may change by the individual’s internal

and external experiences. Thirdly, self-efficacy helps to provoke behavioral action.

A good example of it is that an individual may adapt due to the change in the

circumstances of his performance.

The main renowned definition of self-efficacy is judgment of people about their

own capabilities with the help of which they put in order and perform actions

that are important in achieving designated type of performance (Bandura, 1986).

Self-efficacy is the belief of an individual in what he can achieve other than the

judgment about his attributes (Bong & Skaalvik, 2003; Zimmerman & Cleary,

2006). Other than that, self-efficacy is also known as multi-dimensional construct

that is precise to the situation (Zimmerman & Cleary, 2006).

Self-efficacy development is portrayed through four various categories related to

information. According to Maddux (2016), the beliefs of self-efficacy encourages

exploration activities. These include vicarious experience, performance accom-

plishment, emotional and psychological states, and verbal persuasion. However,

an individual’s behavior is considered to be the most influential information source
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that serves as direct feedback. Similarly, learning can be enhanced through vicar-

ious experiences by individuals by observing a success or failure of other people.

Verbal persuasion is effective when the other individual is considered as competent

and trustworthy convinced by an individual. Similarly, emotional state, such as

the stress level, also helps to develop the beliefs of personal self-efficacy.

Under the construct of locus of control, self-esteem, and expectancy of the out-

come, self-efficacy has been distinguished thoroughly. D. M. Williams (2010),

self-efficacy may be distinguished from intentions. Expectations of the outcome

can be defined as the judgment of a person regarding the potential results arising

from his/her behavior (i.e., outcome-behavior expectancy). In contrast, expec-

tations of efficacy can be explained in terms of an individual’s judgment with

regard to his/her ability in executing a particular behavior (i.e., behavior-person

expectancy). For example, confidence within an employee to complete a particular

task associated with his/her job can be considered as an expectation of efficacy.

On the other hand, an expectation of the outcome can be highlighted when an

employee is observed to contemplate the outcomes associated with the completion

of this particular task (for instance, in the form of positive feedback that is given

by his/her supervisor). It was also observed by a researcher that the expecta-

tions associated with self-efficacy tend to impact the expectations of the outcome.

Tierney and Farmer (2011) elaborates that framing the self-efficacy of employees

is expectation inspired leadership. A person that has high confidence in his/her

ability to complete a certain task will be more motivated to assume an outcome

which is positive, while a person who is skeptical about his/her ability will be

likely to expect that he/she will receive a negative outcome for his/her actions.

Self-efficacy is also different from self-esteem. While self-efficacy highlights the

judgments associated with the capabilities of a person, self-esteem focuses on a

person’s judgment that he/she has regarding his/her self-worth. According to

Artino (2012), the efficacy judgments made by individual is an idea that comes

from the definition of self-efficacy. Moreover, both self-esteem, as well as self-

efficacy captures motivational, affective and cognitive components. Nevertheless,

a high level of affective components is captured by self-esteem and on the other
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hand, self-efficacy focuses more on the components of motivation (Chen, Gully,

& Eden, 2004). Self-esteem can be described as a stable and global assessment

that an individual has regarding himself/herself. Whereas self-efficacy focuses on

particular situations or specific tasks and depending on an individual’s experiences,

it varies over time.

Self-esteem is developed within an individual when he/she assesses his/her per-

sonal characteristics that might be associated with his/her appearance or intel-

ligence. Mruk (2013) defines the role of self-esteem in linking to psychological

theory. However, self-esteem is not impacted by the differences in beliefs that a

person has regarding his/her self-efficacy. It also differentiated locus of control

from self-efficacy. Locus of control can be either considered as an innate element

when a person thinks that he/she can control his/her life, or it can also be an

external element, when a person thinks that his/her life is highly influenced by

the external factors which are not in his/her control. Locus of control can be

described as a causal belief with regard to the behavior of a person, as well as its

consequences. Whereas, self-efficacy reflects the perception a person has regarding

his/her capabilities to carry out a certain task.

During the period of the 1980s, various researchers who were studying different

areas of the organization started to assimilate the beliefs of self-efficacy under

the area of management. Klassen and Tze (2014) claims that self-efficacy helps to

teach effectiveness. Many past studies have assessed the impact of perceptions with

regard to efficacy in different parts of human resource, as well as organizational

processes that were related to selection and recruitment, career choice and interest,

as well as training and development (Mosley et al., 2008). However, organizational

researches have indicated a high interest within the value in making predictions

related to different effectiveness outcomes that were obtained from various work

activities. It has been observed that the significance of efficacy, as well as high

interest to analyze the organizational behavior lies under the relationship that

they have with the organizational, group and individual performance (Lindsley et

al., 1995).
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Self-efficacy is derived from social cognitive theory given by (Bandura, 1986).

This theory stresses upon the advancement and practice of human agency and that

people are able to exert influence over what they are able to do (Bandura, 2006). In

this theory, he proposes that individuals are able to self-organize, be proactive and

self-regulating. He proposes that people can predict favorable outcomes, observe

and control their actions and portray themselves according to their self-efficacy.

It is concluded from above definitions that an individual’s goals and behavior are

affected by self-efficacy and in return, self-efficacy is affected by the environment

(Schunk & Meece, 2006).

Performance done in the past is the most vital basis of self-efficacy (Bandura &

Benight, 2004). Individuals who have accomplished high on job-related tasks have

possibly more self-assurance to finish similar tasks in future (high self-efficacy)

compared to individuals who failed to do so (low self-efficacy). Managers are

able to increase self-efficacy with the help of following: careful hiring, provide

challenging tasks, professional development and reward for improvement (Bandura

& Benight, 2004).

Self-efficacy affects the determination with which employees try to perform unique

and complex tasks. Employees who are high on self-efficacy are more certain

that they can be trained and execute specific tasks. Thus, it is more likely that

they will keep on trying when problems arise. On the contrary, employees who

have low self-efficacy or lack confidence and think that they are incompetent and

cannot be trained or perform a challenging task, are likely to lose hope when the

problems arise. Literature suggests that self-efficacy is a powerful determinant of

job performance (Bandura & Locke, 2003).

Self-efficacy has a great effect on employees. The work that they learn and objec-

tive they choose for themselves are affected by self-efficacy (Luthans & Suzanne,

2002). Similarly self-efficacy has dominant effect on organizations. While hiring

individuals, organizations should hire people who have high self-efficacy. These

employees will be motivated to adopt behaviors that will help them to perform

well in a workplace. High-performance goals are achieved by employees who have
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high self-efficacy resulting in higher levels of job performance which is critical for

success of organization (Lunenburg, 2011).

Teams play an important role in helping organizations achieve success. In dynamic

business environment, organizations are able to earn a major proportion of their

profit because of projects that consist of teams (Aubry & Lièvre, 2010; Garel &

Lièvre, 2010; Melkonian & Picq, 2010), New innovations are considered, formed

and implemented by the team projects within an organization (Archibald, 2003).

A flexible sense of self-efficacy provides room for the necessary staying power in

the pursuit of innovation and excellence (Bandura & Locke, 2003). Self-efficacy

that is specific to an activity domain is most influenced by assessment of perfor-

mance in that domain (Bandura, 1986). Self-efficacy has confirmed association

with creativity among employees (Tierney & Farmer, 2004) and work teams (Shin

& Zhou, 2007). Therefore, based on literature reviewed, hypothesis three has been

developed:

Hypothesis 3: Self-Efficacy Moderates the relationship between Inno-

vation and Project Success such that higher Self-Efficacy increases the

chances of Project Success.

2.5 Research Model

Figure 2.1: Research Model of Ambidextrous Leadership Impact on Project
Success: Moderation of Self-Efficacy and Mediation of Innovation
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2.6 Research Hypotheses

On the basis of above literature we can hypothesis that:

H1: Ambidextrous leadership is positively associated with project success.

H2: Innovation mediates the relation between ambidextrous leadership and project

success.

H3: Self-Efficacy Moderates the relationship between Innovation and Project Suc-

cess such that higher Self-Efficacy increases the chances of Project Success.



Chapter 3

Research Methodology

The study observed the impact of Ambidextrous Leadership on the Project Suc-

cess. The data were collected through questionnaires, which were distributed to

the several telecom firms around twin cities and Lahore. A time of one week was

given to the respondents to fill out the questionnaires. All the information was

kept confidential and the results of the questionnaires are reported in the statistical

form only.

3.1 Research Design

The purpose of the research study is to examine the impact of ambidextrous lead-

ership on project success, mediated by innovation, by incorporating self-efficacy

as moderator. This study is the hypotheses testing. There are multiple factors

that affect and result in project success thus it is a correlational study. The

amount of interference in the study was minimal since the results of the research

are dependent on the extent to which the ambidextrous leadership affects project

success. This means that the researcher had to rely on the information given by

the respondents and could not be altered due to any kind of bias, inclination or a

preconceived notion.

This is a quantitative field research. Data were collected from team members on

group of projects in Telecom Sectors. Unit of sampling for analysis is individuals

46
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working in the Telecom sector Pakistan. The nature of this research work is cross-

sectional in which data have been checked in one time lag within two months to

reduce common method bias.

3.2 Population and Sampling

The focus of the study is the employees working in Telecom industry of Pakistan.

Sample was selected from the various firms currently operating in Rawalpindi,

Islamabad and Lahore. The reason to choose telecom industry of Pakistan is that

various projects running in different fields such as online gaming lounge, energy,

Gigabit Passive Optical Network, social services, etc. Telecom sector strengthens

the economy of Pakistan, by dragging overseas investors and this industry is also

supported to the worldwide acknowledgment of Pakistan as an emerging country.

The respondents of the research are mostly from the project based organizations of

Pakistan and the general population working in these associations. The question-

naires were directly distributed to them so that they could fill them as specified by

their actual work settings. Questionnaires were self-administered. Respondents

were asked to fill the questionnaires anonymously in order to assure them of the

confidentiality and to maintain minimum bias as well.

3.2.1 Sampling Technique

Many firms do not share information of their employees because of privacy breach.

Due to this reason, convenience sampling technique was used to collect the data.

The researcher approached the respondents through personal and professional con-

tacts.

3.2.2 Sample Size

A total number of 380 questionnaires were given in various offices across cities

but the results are based on the analysis of only 327 responses. The remaining
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questionnaires could not be used as either they were not filled properly or were

not returned by the respondents.

The sample size was calculated using the formula.

Necessary sample size (n) = (Z-score) * Standard Deviation (1 – SD) / Margin of

error Z-score was taken at 90% (1.645) and standard deviation was taken at 0.5,

whereas, margin of error was taken at confidence interval +/- 5%.

3.3 Research Instrument

Survey was conducted through questionnaires. It is the finest possible method

for collecting data as it helps in gathering quantitative data in an efficient and

convenient manner. The instruments used for the present research were already

developed questionnaires for each variable, based on Likert scale.

3.3.1 Project Success

Project Success was measured by using a 6-item scale developed by (Robey, Smith,

& Vijayasarathy, 1993), reliability at 0.808. Respondents were asked to use 5

point scale in order to answer the questions such as “The amount of work the

team produced” and “the team’s adherence to budget.” The 5 point Likert scale

included response choices from 1 to 5 where 1 = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 =

Neutral, 4 = Disagree, 5 = Strongly Disagree.

3.3.2 Ambidextrous Leadership

Ambidextrous Leadership was measured by using a 13-item scale developed by

(Rosing et al., 2011), at the reliability of 0.813. Respondents were asked to use

5 point scale in order to answer the questions such as “Allows different ways

of accomplishing a task” and “Encourages experimentation with different ideas”.

The 5 point Likert scale included response choices from 1 to 5 where 1 = Strongly

Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Disagree, 5 = Strongly Disagree.
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3.3.3 Innovation

Innovation was measured by using a 13-item scale developed by (J. M. Zhou &

George, 2001), at reliability of 0.927. Respondents were asked to use 5 point scale

in order to answer the questions such as “Not afraid to take risks” and “Is a good

source of creative ideas”. The 5 point Likert scale included response choices from

1 to 5 where 1 = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Disagree, 5 =

Strongly Disagree.

3.3.4 Self-Efficacy

Self-Efficacy was measured with a 9-item scale developed by (Perrewé et al., 2004),

at reliability of 0.90. Respondents were asked to use 5 point scale in order to

answer the questions such as “I am very proud of my job skills and abilities” and

“I feel threatened when others watch me work”. The 5 point Likert scale included

response choices from 1 to 5 where 1 = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = Neutral,

4 = Disagree, 5 = Strongly Disagree.

3.4 Data Analysis Technique

Data were analyzed through various techniques and methods using SPSS version

20 and the hypotheses were tested using correlation and regression analysis as well.

3.5 Demographics

The frequency tables are used to get a clear picture of the demographics of the

sample. The demographic information included the age, education, experience and

the gender of the respondents. As per the frequency table of the demographics,

70.6% of the respondents were male (n = 231) whereas 96 (29.4%) of the total 327

responses recorded as female. The age groups were divided into three categories.

The table indicates that most respondents lie between the ages 20 – 30, which
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constitute 35.8% (n = 117) of the total sample; closely followed by age windows

of 31 – 40 (44%) and 41 – 50 (19%).

Table 3.1: Frequency Table

Description Range Frequency Percentage

Gender

Female 96 29.40%

Male 231 70.60%

Age

20 – 30 117 35.80%
31 – 40 144 44.00%
41 – 50 62 19%

>50 4 1.20%

Experience

<1 25 7.60%
1 – 3 107 32.70%
4 – 6 103 31.50%

>6 92 28.10%

Education

Bachelor 79 24.20%
Masters 142 43.40%
MS 81 24.80%
PhD 11 3.40%
Any other 14 4.30%

The percentage indicates that most of the workforce employed in firms is younger.

It helps validate the results and the analysis as the focus of the study is mainly the

subordinates working, providing a better picture of the supervision in the telecom

sector.

Similarly, concurring with the age demographic of the respondents, experience

shows the similar picture. According to the frequency table, 32.7% (n = 107)

of the respondents have 1 – 3 years experience working in the telecom sector.

Whereas, 28.1% (n = 92) of the respondents have more than 6 years experience.

As per the education level is concerned, majority of the respondents have Masters

Degree with 43.4% (n = 142) laying in this category. 24.8% and 24.2% of the

respondents have MS and Bachelor’s degrees respectively, whereas only 11 of the

327 (4.3%) respondents held PhD degrees.
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3.6 Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics of all variables such as ambidextrous leadership, innovation,

self-efficacy and project success are presented in the table below. The means and

standard deviations of all variables are shown in the table 4.2.

Table 3.2: Descriptive Statistics

Variables Sample
Size

Minimum Maximum Mean Standard
Deviation

Ambidextrous
Leadership

327 1.54 4.69 3.2 0.68

Innovation 327 1.23 4.77 3.19 0.8
Self-Efficacy 327 1.22 4.78 3.25 0.81
Project Suc-
cess

327 1 4.83 3.03 0.82

Information regarding variables descriptive statistics is presented in the Table

4.2. Higher mean values show respondent’s tendency towards agreement side and

lower mean values represent respondent’s tendency towards disagreement side.

The mean value for ambidextrous leadership was 3.20 and standard deviation

was 0.68. The mean value for innovation was 3.19 and standard deviation was

0.80. The mean value for self-efficacy was 3.25 and standard deviation was 0.81.

Moreover, the mean value for project success was 3.03 and standard deviation was

0.82.

3.7 Control Variables

One-way ANOVA test was run for control variables. The purpose was to see

impact of demographic variables on outcome variable. Our objective is to check

the relationships, which were proposed in the model. If any demographic variables

influence the outcome variable, its effect will be controlled then.

Information related to control variables are shown in the table above. Results

showed significant difference in project success across gender (F=14.83, p <0.000),

and education (F=3.74, p<0.005), and shows non-significant difference in project
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Table 3.3: Control Variables

Control Variables F-Value Significance

Gender 14.83 0
Age 1.1 0.348
Education 3.74 0.005
Experience 1.52 0.209

success across age (F=1.10, p<0.05) and experience (F=1.52, p<0.05). Hence,

gender and education need to be controlled because they show significant influence

on project success.

3.8 Reliability Analysis

Scale consistency is called reliability. For anticipation of scale internal consis-

tency reliability analysis was conducted. Value of Cronbach’s alpha is between 0

and 1. High value of Cronbach’s alpha signifies good reliability and low value of

Cronbach’s value signifies poor reliability and poor scale. The threshold value for

Cronbach’s alpha is greater than 0.7.

Table 3.4: Scale Reliability

Variables Reliability Items

Ambidextrous Leadership 0.81 13

Innovation 0.92 13

Self-Efficacy 0.9 9

Project Success 0.8 6

Information about reliability of scales is shown in the table above. The results

depicted that the reliability of ambidextrous leadership was 0.81, which surpassed

threshold value. Moreover, the reliability of innovation was 0.92, which is greater

than threshold value. Furthermore, the reliability of self-efficacy was 0.90 as de-

picted in the table that matches the threshold. The reliability of project success
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was 0.80, which was greater than the threshold value. Overall all the measures

have good reliability, which are greater than the threshold value.

3.9 Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) technique was pursued for validating the

measurement model, which contained of four latent variables: Ambidextrous lead-

ership, project success, innovation and self-efficacy . AMOS was used to analyze

the measurement model. The model was analyzed through fit statistics. The

mix of various fit indices: Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) characterizes the unit of

progress and covariance proportion.GFI explain total fit for the estimated model

. The value should close to 1 for indicating a GFI, value above than 0.8 also indi-

cates the acceptable fit, but the value below 0.8 indicates poor model fit whereas

above 0.80 is acceptable fit. Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) is the in-

dex associated to GFI. AGFI adjusts the value of GFI according to degree of

freedom. Value should be close to 1 for good model fit while the value lying be-

low 0.80 indicates poor model fit whereas above 0.80 is acceptable fit. (Byrne,

2001). Moreover, different threshold values for RMSEA are there but according

to (Lomax & Schumacker, 2004) value less than 0.05 is acceptable.

3.9.1 Confirmatory Factor Analysis for Latent Variable

Independent Variable

Ambidextrous Leadership was the first variable of the study coded as AL and the

scale contain 13-items. This scale loading factor was AL1 =0.6 , AL2 =0.62 ,

AL3=0.61 , AL4=0.59 , AL5=0.58, AL6=0.62, AL7=0.57, AL8=0.58, AL9=0.59,

AL10=0.62,AL11=0.59, AL12=0.70, AL13=0.70. This variable showed favorable

results and there was no need to delete any item in this variable. Statistic fit

indicates the value to be on acceptable criteria, such as, RMSEA = 0.036, CFI =

.974, and TLI= .967, IFI=.974, CHI SQUARE= 1.426.
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Figure 3.1: CFA for Ambidextrous Leadership (AL)

Dependent Variable

The dependent variable of the study was project success coded as PS and the scale

contain 6-items. This scale loading factor was PS1 = 0.74, PS2 =0 .59, PS3 =

0.69, PS4=0 .69, PS5=0.54 and PS6=.60. This variable showed favorable results

and there was no need to delete any item in this variable. Statistic fit indicates

the value to be on acceptable criteria, such as, RMSEA = 0.061, CFI =.993, and

TLI= .988, IFI=.933, CHI SQUARE= 1.420.

Figure 3.2: CFA for Project Success (PS)
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Mediating Variable

Innovation coded as INN and the scale contain 13-items. This scale loading factor

was INN1 =0.72, INN2=0.76, INN3=0.75, INN4=0.71, INN5=0.75, INN6=0.73,

INN7=0.73, INN8=0.73, INN9=.75, INN10=.74., INN11=.71, INN12=.75, INN13

=.35. This variable showed favorable results and there was no need to delete any

item in this variable. Statistic fit indicates the value to be on acceptable criteria,

such as, RMSEA = 0.061, CFI =.966, and TLI= .959, IFI=.966, CHI SQUARE=

2.201.

Figure 3.3: CFA for Innovation (INN)

Moderating Variable

Self-Efficacy coded as SE and the scale contain 9-items. This scale loading factor

was SE1 =0.70, SE2=0.71, SE3=0.78, SE4=0.66, SE5=0.78, SE6=0.68, SE7=0.71,

SE8=0.73, SE9=.76.This variable showed favorable results and there was no need

to delete any item in this variable. Statistic fit indicates the value to be on ac-

ceptable criteria, such as, RMSEA = 0.074, CFI =.969, and TLI= .957, IFI=.969,

CHI SQUARE= 2.779.
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Figure 3.4: CFA for Self-Efficacy(SE)

3.9.2 Measurement Model

For measurement model validation confirmatory factor analysis was conducted

following Anderson and (Gerbing & Anderson, 1988) suggestions that consisted of

four latent variables ambidextrous leadership, innovation, self-efficacy and project

success.

Table 3.5: Measurement Model

Model CMIN/DF CFI TLI IFI AGFI GFI RMSEA

Baseline
Hypothesized
Model

1.374 0.948 0.945 0.948 0.855 0.87 0.034

The figure interpretation is important for full understanding of the above table.

The AML latent variable shows ambidextrous leadership, INN exhibits innovation,

SE indicates self-efficacy and PS shows project success. Table 4.1 showed the

results for model fit. The values presented in the table above presented good

model fit as suggested by (Hair et al 2009).
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Figure 3.5: Measurement Model

Incremental fit index (IFI), comparative fit index (CFI) and Tucker-lewis index

values were .948, .948 and .945 respectively which indicate good model fit. Fur-

thermore, goodness of fit index and adjusted goodness of fit index (AGFI) values

were .870 and .855, which also exhibit good model fit. Last but not the least root

mean square error of approximation value was .034, which represented good model

fit. Overall, the four factor model results provide evidence for model fit.
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Results

4.1 Correlation Analysis

Correlation analysis was conducted to determine the relations among variables.

The present study aims to deduce the correlation between ambidextrous leadership

and project success, mediating role of innovation and moderating role of self-

efficacy in order to make valid the proposed hypotheses.

Correlation was carried out to know the variation between two variables. Pear-

son correlation ascertains the strength and nature of link through correlation that

is from -0.1- 0.1. Positive sign represents that variables are moving in same di-

rection and negative sign shows that variables are moving in opposite direction.

Furthermore, “r” value shows the strength of the link.

Table 4.1: Correlation

Variables 1 2 3 4

Ambidextrous Leadership 1
Innovation .292** 1
Self-Efficacy .182** .430** 1
Project Success .181** .479** .226** 1

p<0.05*,p<0.01**
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Table above depicts information related to correlation between variables. Results

show that ambidextrous leadership has significant positive association with all vari-

ables. The correlation of ambidextrous leadership with innovation was (r=.292,

p<0.05),self-efficacy (r=.182, p <0.05), project success (r=.181, p <0.05). The

correlation of innovation with self-efficacy was positive and significant (r=.430,

p<0.05) and project success was positive and significant (r=.479, p <0.05). Fur-

thermore, the correlation of self-efficacy with project success was also positive and

significant (r=-.226, p<0.05).

4.2 Regression Analysis

Correlation analysis was carried out for investigating the existence of relationship

between variables but it only deduces the existence of link between variables and

gives no proof about the causal links among variables. Regression analysis was

carried out to find out causal relationship to validate dependency of one variable

on another variable. Regression has two types, simple regression and multiple

regression. Simple regression or linear regression are conducted, when there are

two variables and the purpose is to establish causal relationship. When more

than two variables are included multiple regression is conducted like in the case of

mediation and moderation.

Table 4.2: Simple Regression

Project Success

Predictor β R2 ∆ R2

Step 1
Control Variables 0.066 0.066
Step 2
Ambidextrous Leadership .207** 0.096 0.029

Hypothesis 1, articulates that ambidextrous leadership positively influences project

success. Results in the table provided strong justification. Results suggested that

there were control variables because there was significant impact of demographics

on project success. Therefore, demographics were included.
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Results indicate that ambidextrous leadership has a positive and significant rela-

tionship with project success as indicated by the regression coefficient (B=.207,

p<0.001). In addition, the value of (R= .096) depicts that ambidextrous leadership

brings approximately 10% variations in project success.

4.2.1 Mediation and Moderation

Mediation and moderation analyses were done using (Hayes, 2013) process macros.

Mediation analysis was carried out to examine innovation as a mediator between

ambidextrous leadership and project success. For that purpose, model 4 was used

for mediation regression analysis. Furthermore, moderation analysis was carried

out to investigate self-efficacy as a moderator between innovation and project

success, Model 1 was used to run moderation. Furthermore, as our model is

mediated moderation model so for that purpose model 14 was utilized.

Table 4.3: Mediation

IV Effect
of IV
on M

Effect
of M
on DV

Direct
Effect

Total
Ef-
fect

Bootstrapping
Result for
Indirect
Effect

LL
95%

UL
95%

Ambidextrous
Leadership

.325*** .439*** 0.063 .206** 0.0849 0.216

N=327, IV Independent variable, M Mediator Variable, DV Dependent variable, LL Lower level

confidence interval UL Upper level confidence interval ***p <.0000.

Hypothesis 2 states that innovation will mediate the relation between ambidex-

trous leadership and project success. Results in the table provided strong justi-

fication. Table showed that indirect effect of ambidextrous leadership on project

success has the lower level confidence interval and upper level confidence interval

of .0849 and .2157, respectively . Both the ULCI and LLCI have same sign pos-

itive and there was no zero present between these two. Therefore, we conclude

from here that mediation occurs. Hence, hypothesis two supported that innovation

mediates the relationship between ambidextrous leadership and project success.
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Table 4.4: Moderation

Variables B SE T P LLCI ULCI
95% 95%

Constant 5.332 0.647 8.23 0 4.058 6.6072

Int Term (Inn*SE) 0.316 0.0533 5.926 0 0.2111 0.4209

SE MEAN 0.1624 0.0724 2.2448 0.0255 0.0201 0.3048

N=327, p <.05

Hypothesis 3 enunciates that self-efficacy moderates the relationship among inno-

vation and project success, such that higher Self-Efficacy increases the chances of

Project Success. Results in the table provided strong justification for hypothesis.

The reason is interaction term of “innovation and self-efficacy” moderates on the

relationship of “project success” has the lower level and upper level confidence

interval of 0.2111 and 0.4209, respectively; and both have the same sign and no

zero is present. Moreover, the interaction term showed positive and significant re-

gression coefficient (B=0.3160, p<.05) means that self-efficacy moderates the link

of innovation and self-efficacy such that higher self-efficacy increases the chances

of project success. Therefore, we conclude that hypothesis 3 was supported for

moderation.

Figure 4.1: Interaction Graph
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Simple slope was plotted for further evidence for moderation of self-efficacy. The

slope showed that the relationship between innovation and project success was

stronger when there is high self-efficacy. The figure indicated that when innovation

and self-efficacy were high the chances of project success would be high and vice

versa. When innovation as well as self-efficacy is low the chances that projects are

successful will also be low.

Table 4.5: Hypotheses Summary

Hypothesis Statement Result

H1 Ambidextrous leadership is posi-

tively associated with project suc-

cess.

Accepted

H2 Innovation mediates the relation

between ambidextrous leadership

and project success.

Accepted

H3 Self-Efficacy Moderates the rela-

tionship between Innovation and

Project Success such that higher

Self-Efficacy increases the chances

of Project Success.

Accepted
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Conclusion and

Recommendations

5.1 Discussion

As per the regression analysis, the first hypothesis had been accepted providing

empirical proofs that ambidextrous leadership is positively associated with project

success. The analysis results support the previous literature claim and provide

further evidences of a positive and a significant relationship between Ambidextrous

Leadership and Project Success. For the projects to be successful, the leaders need

to be ambidextrous by being explorative and exploitative according to the situation

to meet challenges and overcome constraints. Leaders need to be explorative along

with their team members when faced with complex environment so that they can

come up with novel solutions and be exploitative when the environment is stable.

As per the results, the correlation indicates that all the variables are positively

and significantly correlated. These results are backed by literature. For example;

it has been discussed in previous papers that exploitation and exploration are

crucial for the long-run survival and success of firms (Chen et al., 2004) and for

the leaders to be effective, they need to adopt both of these leadership styles

according to the required situation (Baškarada & Watson, 2017). Leaders should
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develop strategies that develop agility as well as rigor in projects to meet their

goals (Lee et al., 2007).

Similarly, our second hypothesis, i.e. Innovation mediates the relation between

Ambidextrous Leadership and Project Success has also been accepted. The anal-

ysis results support the previous literature claim by (Rosing et al., 2011), that

two complementary sets of opening and closing behaviors positively predict team

innovation. By using these behaviors, the leader facilitates high levels of innova-

tion among members (Zacher & Rosing, 2015) and provides further evidences of a

positive and a significant relationship of innovation as a mediator. This particu-

lar research studied the mediating effect of the Innovation between Ambidextrous

Leader and Project Success. The acceptance of mediation hypothesis solidifies

the claim that ambidextrous leaders motivate and support employees to make an

effort towards using innovation to come up with new and novel ideas for accom-

plishing tasks. Innovation is a requirement to get projects done as uniqueness is

an inherent part of a project. When the leader and team members are innovative,

they deal more capably with ambiguous situations and constraints. Hence through

innovation, team members are able to achieve better outcomes. For innovation in

project based organizations, innovative culture is necessary where everyone can

give their innovative ideas independently when the project leader or team mem-

bers face challenges.

The third objective of this study was to find a moderating role of Self-efficacy

between innovation and project success. The results supported the third hypoth-

esis which states that self-efficacy moderates the relationship between innovation

and project success such that higher self-efficacy increases the chances of project

success. Self-efficacy is strongly linked with innovation and project success. Self-

efficacy strengthens the relationship between innovation and project success. Team

members with high self-efficacy develop more innovative ideas and work outcome

as compared to other team members with low level of self-efficacy. High level of

self-efficacy enhances the creativity of the team member towards the achievement

of project success (Mittal & Dhar, 2015).
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5.2 Recommendations

5.2.1 Theoretical Implication

The present study has many contributions in the domain of project management

regarding leadership. In the previous literature, no clear information was found

about the effect of ambidextrous leadership on project success. The present re-

search confirmed that ambidextrous leadership has a positive effect on project

success. The mediating role of innovation between ambidextrous leadership and

project success was also conceptualized so it was revealed that innovation mediates

this relationship. The finding of current study also shows that self-efficacy mod-

erates the relationship between innovation and project success by strengthening

it.

The research which is being conducted till date has further added to the present

literature work theoretically. It has shed light on new facts in order to improve

Pakistan’s developing economy.

Q.1 How does Ambidextrous Leadership impact Project Success?

Q.2 How does Innovation mediate the relationship between Ambidextrous Lead-

ership and Project Success?

Q.3 How does Self-Efficacy act as a moderator between Innovation and Project

Success?

5.2.2 Practical Implication

The current study has several practical implications. It demonstrates that am-

bidextrous leadership improves project success. Therefore, it is suggested that

project managers in different project based organizations should try to be am-

bidextrous and allow exploitation and exploration with their team members ac-

cording to the situation. When the environment is unstable, the project managers

allow the employees to exploit organizational assets and resources and when the

organization is stable, they encourage the employees to explore and come up with
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new and unique ideas thus resulting in successful outcomes of a project. Success-

ful implementation of project activities accordingly enables the organization to

achieve the preferred objective of a particular project.

The current study proposes that managers of the project based organization must

realize how to increase the self-efficacy of team members so that they bring inno-

vative ideas for the project success. Managers can do this by empowering their

subordinates by respecting their ideas and efforts. Therefore, employees can iden-

tify the consequences of their efforts and work on the success of different projects.

Managers can also empower their employees by training to improve their skills

which will enable them to perform their role more efficiently, effectively and confi-

dently. They can also hire employees in the first place who have high self-efficacy.

5.3 Limitations

No study is without certain limitations and there is always some room for further

refinement. This research is no different. There are always so many factors that

can be considered while conducting a research on a certain subject. The options

are generally limited in order to make the research manageable.

There are a few limitations that future researchers should keep in mind while

conducting research. Firstly, because of the time constraint, only single mediator

and moderator were used in the study. Future researchers can improve the model

by checking other mediators like culture and global environment. They can also

check other moderators like organizational social capital and personality traits.

Secondly, the data were collected once. The future researchers can use time lag

for data collection. Thirdly, the sample size for the study was 327 which are

although sufficient, but a much larger sample size would further help solidify the

study results. The larger the sample size of any research study, the greater the

validity and implications of the study.
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5.4 Directions for Future Research

This research is merely a starting point into the subject area. There are several

different directions in which future researchers can go from here. By incorporating

more relevant variables can really help elevate the already developed grounds for

the research in this specific area. Adding more mediators of the Ambidextrous

Leadership such as fairness perception and trust, etc. can provide more definite

and enticing results.

Likewise, adding more moderators to the framework, not only between Innovation

and Project Success but also among Ambidextrous Leadership and Innovation

will help further understand the path and the effect of each variable on the other.

Gender, perception of leadership effectiveness, follower motive patterns and other

behavioral variables may provide a more comprehensive picture of factors leading

up to the ambidextrous leadership.

5.5 Conclusion

The purpose of the research is to discover how ambidextrous leadership impacts

project success by using innovation as a mediator and self-efficacy as a moderator.

To find the objectivity of the result, we distributed 380 questionnaires and collected

327 and only those 327 questionnaires were considered for analysis. According to

the result of the study, H1, H2 and H3 are accepted.

Exploitation and exploration that are the basic elements of an ambidextrous lead-

ership are critical for the successful completion of projects and projects are also

vital for long-run survival and prosperity of organizations. Practicing ambidex-

terity in projects is very important for project managers. This study provides

evidence that implies for survival, organizations need to successfully exploit their

current business and explore into new aspects by reconfiguring available resources.

This article has explored how leaders within projects actually implement ambidex-

terity.
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Appendix-A

Annexure 1: Questionnaire Used for Data Collection

Dear Respondent, I am an MS student at Capital University of Science and Tech-

nology, Islamabad. I am collecting data for my thesis on “Impact of Ambidextrous

Leadership on Project Success with the Mediating Role of Innovation and Mod-

erating Role of Self-Efficacy”. Please feel free to share precise information as its

optimal confidentiality will be ensured.

Sincerely,

Zainab Ahsan

MS (PM) Research Scholar,

Faculty of Management and Social Sciences,

Capital University of Sciences and Technology, Islamabad.

Section I

Section: 1 Demographics

Gender: 1- Female 2- Male

Age: 1 (20-30), 2 (31-40), 3 (41-50), 4 (>50)

Experience: 1(<1), 2(1-3), 3(4-6), 4 (>6)

Education: 1 (Bachelor), 2 (Master), 3 (MS), 4 (PhD), 5 (Any Other)

Ambidextrous Leadership

(1= strongly disagree; 2= disagree; 3= neutral; 4= agree; 5 = strongly

agree;).

89



Annexure 90

Items 1 2 3 4 5

My manager allows different ways of accom-
plishing a task

My manager encourages experimentation with
different ideas

My manager motivates me to take risks

My managergives possibilities for independent
thinking and acting

My managergives room for my own ideas

My manager allows errors

My managerencourages error learning

My manager monitors and controls goal attain-
ment

My manager establishes routines

My manager takes corrective action

My manager controls adherence (compliance)
to rules

My manager sanctions (penalizes) errors

My manager sticks to plans

Innovation

(1 = strongly disagree; 2= disagree; 3= neutral; 4= agree; 5= strongly

agree;).

Items 1 2 3 4 5

I suggest new ways to achieve goals or objec-
tives

I come up with new and practical ideas to im-
prove performance

I search out new technologies processes, tech-
niques, and/or product ideas

I suggest new ways to increase quality

I am a good source of creative ideas

I am not afraid to take risks



Annexure 91

I promote and champion ideas to others

I exhibit creativity on the job when given the
opportunity to

I develop sufficient plans and schedules for the
implementation of new ideas

I often have new and innovative ideas

I come up with creative solutions to problems

I often have a fresh approach to problems

I suggest new ways of performing work tasks

Project Success

(1= strongly disagree; 2= disagree; 3= neutral; 4= agree; 5= strongly

agree;).

Items 1 2 3 4 5

The amount of work my team produced.

The efficiency of my team operations (maxi-
mum productivity)

My team’s compliance to budgets

My teams compliance to schedule

The quality of work my team produced

The effectiveness of my team’s interactions
with people outside the team
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